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ABSTRACT
Background. As software took control over hardware in many domains, the question of the energy footprint induced by the software
is becoming critical for our society, as the resources powering the
underlying infrastructure are finite. Yet, beyond this growing interest, energy consumption remains a difficult concept to master for
a developer.
Aims. The purpose of this study is to better understand the root
causes that prevent the issue of software energy consumption to be
more widely considered by developers and companies.
Method. To investigate this issue, this paper reports on a qualitative study we conducted in an industrial context. We applied an
in-depth analysis of the interviews of 10 experienced developers and
summarized a set of implications.
Results. We argue that our study delivers i) insightful feedback on
how green software design is considered among the interviewed
developers and ii) a set of findings to build helpful tools, motivate further research, and establish better development strategies to promote
green software design.
Conclusion. This paper covers an industrial case study of developers’ awareness of green software design and how to promote it within
the company. While it might not be generalizable for any company,
we believe our results deliver a common body of knowledge with
implications to be considered for similar cases and further researches.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The last decade witnessed several attempts to consider green software design as a core development concern to improve the energy efficiency of software systems at large [2, 3, 18, 23, 26]. However, despite previous studies that have contributed to establish
guidelines and tools to analyze and reduce the energy consumption [1, 7, 12, 16, 17, 25, 32], these contributions fail to be adopted by
practitioners till date [14, 28].
Concretely, both quantitative and qualitative studies [22, 28, 31]
previously surveyed developers to establish assumptions about developers’ knowledge of green software design. These studies highlight
that developers might be aware of software energy consumption

problems, but have a very limited knowledge on how to reduce the energy footprint of their software product. For example, Pinto et al. [31]
mentioned collecting "vague" answers from developers when asked
about how to deal with software energy consumption. Fang et al. [28]
reported that, among 100 developers, a small portion are aware of
the primary sources of software energy consumption. Only 10% of
the participants try to measure the energy consumption of their software project, while less than 20% take energy into account in the first
place. Moreover, the empirical study of Manotas et al. [22] reported
that energy requirements are often more desires than specific targets.
They highlight that developers believe they miss accurate intuitions
about the energy usage of their code, and that energy concerns are
largely ignored during maintenance.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these studies
discuss i) the hurdles that prevent the broader adoption of green software design, and ii) the developers’ requirements in terms of tooling
in an industrial context. But, we actually believe that both aspects
are critical issues to consider when aiming to reach an adoption of
such tools and methods among developers.
Contribution. This paper reports on a qualitative investigation on
software energy consumption considerations among experienced
developers of a large company. Concretely, we conducted interviews
with 10 senior/expert developers with the ambition to cover developers’ opinions, problems, and requirements to promote the green
software design in an industrial context. The key contributions of
this paper can, therefore, be summarized as:
(1) Providing a detailed understanding of the interviewed developers’ awareness and knowledge about green software
design,
(2) Identifying the main constraints and challenges that developers encounter in their daily development,
(3) Building specifications for the tooling that suits developers
expectations and experiences,
(4) Investigating the best ways to keep developers aware of software energy consumption and promote it within a company,
(5) Identifying the exact role and responsibilities of the company
to promote green software design,
We believe it can offer a common body of knowledge for researchers,
tools creators, companies, and developers, which can be considered
to improve awareness and adoption of green software design. For example, our investigations highlight that adoption of green software
design in an industrial context requires not only a tight integration
of future tools into the software development lifecycle, but also the
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central of companies to align green software design at the same level
of priority as maintenance or performance concerns.
Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formalizes our research methodology and our experimental
protocol. Section 3 analyses and discusses the observations and
findings behind the interview answers. Section 4 reports on the implications and exploitations of our findings. Section 5 discusses the
related works in the area of developer studies and software energy
consumption, and highlights our contribution in regards to those
studies. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 cover the validity threats and our
conclusion, respectively.

2

METHODOLOGY

In order to achieve our objective, which is to conduct an in-depth
qualitative study that encompasses developers tooling requirements
and awareness, we adopted a qualitative research approach [9, 30],
using straussian grounded theory concepts and components, such
as: coding, memoing and theorical saturation [37]. Despite being complex and time consuming [4], this approach has been widely adopted
by similar studies and has proved its effectiveness [10, 13].
Our methodology starts with an interview phase detailed in Section 2.1, followed by the data analysis phase explained in Section 2.3.

2.1

Interviews

Interviews are the first step and the main data source for our qualitative study. In this study, we wanted to cover 3 main research questions.
The first research question is the awareness and knowledge of developers with regards to the software energy consumption. Even if this
was the focus of previous papers, like [28, 31], it is still very important
to investigate participant’s opinions about software energy consumption, as it helps to better analyze his/her others answers, depending
on what he/she thinks of the problem and how important it is. The
second research question aims to investigate about the hurdles and
constraints that prevent a better consideration of software energy
consumption, but also to push the developer to define and describe
the tools that will suit his/her experience, to promote the consideration of software energy consumption in his/her daily development.
The purpose of the third research question is to identify the best ways
and means to keep developers aware of software energy consumption, but also to zoom into the responsibility of developers on the one
hand, and the decision-makers—or the company—on the other hand.
During the interviews, we wanted to leave our participants with
the freedom to express and explain their ideas and opinions so we can
gather more feedback. Thus, we went for semi-structured interviews.
The following sections provide more details about participant’s selection, interviews conducting protocol, and the questions we asked.
2.1.1 Participants. The main criterion for the participants’ selection
is their experience in software development. Experienced developers
in each technology had more time to cover the details, strengths, and
limitations of the technology they are using. A junior developer in a
specific technology or programming language may not have enough
time or experience to cover all the basics, best practices and go deep
into the technical characteristics, and is less likely to include energy
considerations in his/her coding routines. By experience, we do not
mean the professional experience, but a decent amount of time the
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developer has spent on a technology/programming language, to
have enough knowledge to understand and be able of criticizing this
technology. Thus, our participants have experience of at least 15
years and have worked on both small/short and long projects. Moreover, our selected participants are volunteers who have expressed an
big interest in our interview invitation to cover developer’s understanding and requirements regarding software energy consumption
considerations and are more involved in green software design activities in a major European telecommunication company of more
than 100000 employees. The rationale behind choosing participants
from the same company—such as in [11]—is to assess the role of the
company in the practice of developers. However, our study focuses
on how to promote green software design within a company and
expose a detailed case study but does not ambition to create a model
that could be automatically generalized to companies of different
sizes, activity sectors, or policies.
Instead of rigidly fixing the number of participants, we kept on
conducting our interviews until reaching a level of saturation on the
collected data [35]. After 10 interviews, we noticed a convergence
of the collected data and thoughts [40], even considering the difference of technologies mastered by our participants and the types of
projects they usually work on. Moreover, 10 is a decent number of
participants that is close to the studied population by other similar
works [6, 13, 36, 38].
For privacy and confidentiality purposes, we omit the usage of
our participant’s names and every other sensitive information, such
as teams or project names, and we rather use code names ranging
from P1 to P10.
2.1.2 Protocol. The interviews were conducted in 3 steps. The first
step is a narrative part where we describe the purpose of our study,
what the interview is about, and how would it happen. It also includes the confidentiality agreement with the participant and some
indications of the interview process.
The second step is the semi-structured interview, starting with
questions about the participant profile, which cover: the participant
studies, the type and examples of projects he/she worked on. Then,
we continue with the interview questions that focus on the 3 research
questions introduced earlier and listed in Section 2.1.3. Finally, we
conclude the interview with a post-questions step, where we answer
the participant questions and share some information and references
if she/he is more interested in software energy consumption.
Our protocol was checked and assessed by a qualitative studies
expert from the company, before being tested on two developers—
whom results are not reported— to apply some adjustments on the
questions and the interview scenario on the one side, and have a
better duration estimation to inform every candidate of the average
time before every interview on the other side. To make the interview
very fluid and capture every information, we recorded (with the
agreement of the participant) the second step of the interview to apply post-in-depth analyses. We also prepared a quick sheet summary
that allowed us to note the key answers for each question, along
with participants’ key thoughts and opinions. This mainly helped us
to quickly detect the data saturation, as suggested by the qualitative
studies expert, before the detailed analysis phase that confirmed it.
Three of the interviews were held face-to-face. The others were
conducted via a call due to the distance between the interviewer
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and the interviewee sites. Also, all the interviews were done in the
native tongue of the participants to avoid any misunderstanding or
expression difficulties due to the language. The mean duration time
of the interviews is 39 minutes and 36 seconds, with a minimum
duration of 28 minutes and 13 seconds, and a maximum duration of
54 minutes and 09 seconds.
2.1.3 Questions. Using semi-structured interviews was very helpful in our case. It allows identifying the main questions defining
the purposes of our investigation. It was supported by follow-up
questions to adapt to the participant’s answers and let explore more
details and directions in their answers. The main questions have
been pre-defined and structured before the interview so the process
goes faster, and to keep track of our baseline questions and concerns.
We gave special attention to the formulation while preparing the
questions. We wanted them to be open so we do not get a "yes" or
"no" answer, but also to go deep in every participant’s answer with
the follow-up questions, as long as we maintain the theme of the
main question. The main questions we asked are the following:
(1) What do you know about software energy consumption and
green software design?
(2) What importance do you give to software energy consumption?
(3) What are the software energy consumption considerations
that you take in your developments?
(4) What do you think are the constraints and hurdles to a better
software energy consumption consideration?
(5) How ready are you to change your used-to programming
language, technology, library, for better software energy consumption?
(6) How do you describe perfect tooling that suits your coding
requirements for green software design—you can go deep
into technical details?
(7) How do you think we should inform about energy software
consumption for a better awareness?
(8) Do you think that getting a better software energy consumption consideration is the responsibility of the developer or the
company? How?
(9) How can green software design be used as a marketing argument?
The questions (1) to (3) help to cover the participant knowledge
and awareness of software energy consumption. The question (3), in
particular, investigates any experience with methods, tips or tools,
that the participant has used for green software design purposes.
While the questions (4) to (6) aim at discovering the constraints
that developers encounter and their tooling requirements, for better
software energy consumption considerations. The purpose of the
last three questions is to learn how to improve awareness. For that,
we look for the best communication channels that developers would
react to, to promote their consideration of the green software design.
The last question is a more open one that summarizes the participant’s belief and gives him/her more freedom to evoke some points
that we might have missed during the interview.
Depending on the participant’s answers, we ask some follow-up
questions which are guided by the theme of the main question and the
content of the answer. One example of a typical follow-up question
we had to ask quite often along with the question (5) is: Have you
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questioned the quality of a tool/method/technology you have been
using for a long time during your experience? How was that?

2.2

Transcription

After each interview comes to the transcription phase and we opted
for a denaturalism approach to transcribe our records. This method
has been used in similar works, such as [13], and allows putting a
focus on the interview content while being lighter, but as complete
and trustful as other methods, like Verbatim [27].
The transcription was made in the same language of the interview, but we translated some parts in English to quote participant’s
opinions in Section 3.
Some of the participants agreed only on sharing the results of the
study, but not the raw data (recordings and transcripts). Nevertheless, we worked on preserving the participants’ privacy, by omitting
project names for example.

2.3

Analysis

We based our data analysis on the Straussian grounded theory coding
procedure [37, 41]. First, we started with the open coding phase, where
we read our transcripts several times and tried to summarize every
chunk of data into a label, based on the meaning interpretation of the
text. These label are called "open codes". Next, we used axial coding to
identify the connections among the previously extracted open codes.
Then, we used selective coding to figure out the core ideas, which
cover all the data we collected. Finally, we read the transcripts again
and selected any data that relates to the core ideas so the content
segments of the transcripts will be all assigned to a core idea.
The analysis has been independently conducted by two authors to
increase the accuracy and hinder the subjective interpretation overhead. The results were then compared and discussed for a consensual
decision.

3

OBSERVATIONS & FINDINGS

Table 1 summarizes the key results of our study, with the core ideas
that also match our main objectives. We use "SEC" hereinafter as a
reference to Software Energy Consumption. The check-mark (✓) in
each cell indicates a positive response from the participant regarding
every idea that the core idea encompasses. This section discusses
our observations, each section covering a reported idea. Every single
idea of Table 1 is then discussed in a dedicated paragraph. Ideas that
express close meanings and purposes are grouped within the same
category. We provide a discussion at the end of every category to
summarize the observations and findings of the detailed ideas and
to add our thoughts and recommendations.

3.1

Developers Awareness & Knowledge
About Software Energy Consumption

3.1.1 Developers Knowledge About SEC. The level of knowledge of
the participants on software energy consumption is disparate. Some
of the interviewees reported having some knowledge about green
software design, or even considered it in their projects, while others
reported a complete ignorance on the topic.
I already know about SEC. Software energy consumption is a relatively recent subject that people may or may not know about. For
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Table 1: Summary of our interview analysis.
Core ideas
Developers awareness
& knowledge about SEC

Constraints
& tooling problems

Promoting SEC

Ideas

P1

P2

I already know about SEC
I already considered SEC in my projects
SEC is an important subject to consider
SEC should be a high priority
SEC might cause conflicts with other coding metrics/aspects
No time to think about SEC
No tools
The main problem is not at the developer level
Ignorance
Enhancing performance often enhances the SEC
Need for a SEC score/KPI
Include SEC among tests/CI
Static code analysis
Simple tool with simple outputs
In Favor of Moving to Other Technologies / Tools
The company has most of the responsibility compared to devs
The company should put objectives around SEC
The communication about SEC should be improved
Need for training
Simple presentations are effective
Let’s put green labels on software

✓

✓
✓
✓

some of our participants, they heard about on many occasions lately.
"I have attended several talks on software energy consumption problems,
and have seen several things" reported P1. Some of the participants
reported never hearing about software energy consumption (P3, P4,
P5) with answers like "nothing" or "absolutely no idea". Others have
shown a very recent interest in the subject using expressions, such
as "I became interested in software energy consumption a couple of
months ago" (P6, P7, P10).
Moreover, even among developers who answered the question
affirmatively, some had a hard time explaining what do they exactly know about software energy consumption and gave global
optimization examples, which are not specifically related to energy
consumption. "I know that reducing code size is good for energy consumption" said P6. While P7 reported "I have some ideas about web
applications, such as reducing the size of data we send to the user".
I already considered SEC in my projects. Among the participants
who reported knowing about SEC problems, 4 claimed they have
already applied software energy consumption related practices in
their projects. P2, for instance, witnessed "I try, but it’s not easy [. . . ]
we avoid to do useless animations [. . . ] limit the access to servers [. . . ]
we keep an eye on the battery so our software doesn’t drain it too fast".
P6, P7, and P8 reported on attempts to reduce the software energy
consumption through enhancing the performance, "we try to cache
data and limit the transfers [. . . ] the main focus is the performance but
also the energy by chain effect" said P6. For P7, he/she is trying to
get more involved in considering green software design in his/her
projects. "I think making sure the mobile application works on old
phones is a good example" he/she shared, confirmed by P2.
Discussion. Developers confront numerous kinds of information
from multiple sources. Such sources do not always constitute a
valid/correct set of knowledge. In the case of our study, some of the
participants heard about software energy consumption, but could not

P3

P4

✓
✓

P5

P6

P7

P8

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

P9

P10
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

provide a correct formulation of their knowledge without diverging
from the energy consumption.
We argue that developers awareness can be classified into 4 different levels: (1) not knowing about software energy consumption,
(2) having wrong/incomplete knowledge about the issue, (3) stacking
theoretical knowledge with no application, and (4) knowing and applying SEC considerations. We evaluate most of our participants to be
at the 2nd stage, while proper communication and training programs
should be established to help developers reaching the 4th stage.
3.1.2 SEC Importance Among Developers. Our study shows that
not all the participants give the same importance to green software
design. The participants reported different levels of awareness, from
being not important to be one of the highest priorities in software
development.
Importance of SEC. While most participants think that software
energy consumption is an important issue, some think that little
attention is generally given to it: "Pretty low importance", "none, absolutely none" and "what’s important is to deliver the service to the
consumer" (P1, P4 and P8, respectively). These answers are more
related to their professional environment and work, rather than their
own opinion and personal considerations. P8 added "if we are talking
at the social level, then the energy consumption is important, but it is
not the case for what we are producing at work". The other participants
feel like the matter is quite important and should be more considered
at work. P5 and P10 even shared that the professional environment
can support the movement even better "as we trend to sobriety" said
P5, pointing at the company’s objectives towards sobriety and greenness. "It is part of the current challenges" reported P10 in the same
context, referring to the newly announced environmental objectives
of the company.
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Priority of SEC. Being important is a thing, but being a priority
is different. Among the participants who reported the importance
of software energy consumption, P2, P9, and P10 think that it is
important but, at the time of the interview, not a priority in the
company. "It’s one of the main challenges but it will be utopian to
think it’s a priority" argued P10. "From a company point of view, it
is not the priority" added P2. This shows a different understanding
of company strategy and priorities. P4 symbolizes it, by answering
"zero, but I might change my mind if I get persuaded that it’s not the
case" when asked about his perception of the current priority level
of green software design within the company. On the other hand P2,
P6 and P7 see it as a priority that the company has pushed in the last
decade. "The green aspect is ubiquitous" said P6.
Discussion. While discussing the value and the significance of
software energy consumption, we got more evidence about the problem of communication. We can see that not all developers were on
the same level of awareness, knowledge, and even trust towards the
company [28]. While all of our participants are in favor of green
considerations in their personal lives as they claimed, some developers do not think the matter of software energy consumption is
important in the current development processes at the company.
Some participants think it should be a high priority in daily coding tasks, while others give it the same importance as several other
code-related aspects (security, maintenance, etc.).
This also highlights the differences in the trust of the company.
While some participants are in favor of the strategy of the company,
others think that it should be improved. For this matter, we think that
the company should conduct a large transparent internal campaign,
to precisely identify the objectives and requirements towards the
employees, and clarify any misleading ideas, thus ensure the same
comprehension inside the company.
3.1.3 SEC Might Conflict with Other Considerations. P2 and P8
reported that software energy consumption considerations might
cause potential conflicts with other software metrics and cause a
lower rate of maintainability, security, scalability, etc. On this matter,
P2 reported "today, if I have to choose one thing over the other, I would
choose code maintainability over a lower energy consumption". P8 has
also a similar opinion "I would only consider software energy consumption in a third position, once we ensured that the service is well optimized,
and the security is guaranteed, which is one of our biggest concerns".
Some other participants as P6 did not evoke conflict and talked about
including the new metric among the other existing metrics.
Discussion. While most of our interviewees are confident about
software energy consumption integration within the daily coding
considerations, some legit questions may arise on how this integration would happen. We are not safe from conflicts that might occur.
Choosing a less consuming, but harder-to-maintain programming
language, or substituting some consuming security methods, are examples of those potential conflicts. Hence, a need for a well-designed
strategy is required within projects. This strategy could include a
set of objectives and validation steps per project, that derives for a
more global set of objectives, to ensure taking the same choices and
achieve the same purposes, as defined in the global strategy.
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3.2

Constraints & Tooling Problems

3.2.1 Work Constraints. Some challenges have been raised by our
participants to express the difficulties against software energy consumption considerations.
No time to think about SEC. "No time", is the answer that provided
two of our participants. P1 reported "in our projects, we don’t have any
free time", meaning that with all the considerations that a developer
has to take into account in a project, he/she cannot afford any extra
time to deal with software energy consumption issues, at least not
if no time was specifically allocated for that purpose. P8 evoked the
same issue, highlighting the potential conflict between the extra
developing time required when using less energy-intensive technologies, and the allocated time: "the time factor is never negligible
in our projects, and the least consuming technologies tend to require
more time".
No tools. P3, P7, P8 and P9 miss the appropriate tools to dive further into software energy consumption problems. "I never heard of
such tools or what they do" is what they reported. This lack of tooling, and the related lack of feedback on actual energy consumption,
hinder the analysis of the root causes of SEC, and thus the potential
actions they could do to recover from bad energy practices. For example, P7 reported: "we don’t have any feedback or indicators". "The
main problem for me is the lack of tools, we don’t have automatic tools
for green code quality" shared also P9 to express some frustration
due to the absence of tools for green software design.
The main problem is not at developer level. For some of our participants, the main problem is not at the developer level. In fact, for P8,
P9 and P10 the problem is at decision-making level. The developers
being only the execution unit, they do not have much impact once
the decisions have been made: "we don’t have full decision power"
said P2. P8 reported "I am not sure if this is the crux of the problem,
but we should be able to provide the developers with the proper tools
first so they can achieve this purpose". This points to a lack of tools,
but more importantly, to the role of the whole chain to organize and
define the work conditions, towards a green software design.
Ignorance. By "ignorance", the participants refer to the lack of
knowledge, but also the lack of awareness about software energy
consumption. P2, for example, reported a problem with designing
mobile application interfaces. "I have some requests to put animations
all over the screen, which does consume a lot of energy and doesn’t
improve the user experience by much" he/she said. This ignorance is
also illustrated among some developers, "ignorance is the first reason,
I didn’t know a thing myself, developers don’t know what can they
achieve and the impact they could have" claimed P7. P9 and P6 share
the same opinion, "people think resources are endless" reported P6.
For P10, this ignorance problem might even dissuade good wills that
want to change "the problem is that we don’t all share the same green
culture at the company, if the team we work with is not on the same
page, nothing will happen. We need to be all on the same level".
Discussion. The participants we interviewed expressed a list of
constraints and hurdles that prevent software energy consumption
considerations. Among these constraints, we can identify the lack of
time, tools, and awareness. Indeed, the developers would feel much
more comfortable about green software design if they had dedicated
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tools that support that activity, and a decent awareness so they can
set software energy consumption related objectives at the beginning
of every project for example. A dedicated time is also required. By the
time, we mean allocating a specific period so the developers would
be able to set up the green software design environment and checks,
but also allocating the time that developers need to get along with
the potentially new aspect of energy in software development.
The inclusion of the decision-makers when talking about software energy design has also been a matter of discussion in some
interviews. Some project’s key decisions may have a big impact
on the energy efficiency of the final product. Choosing the proper
technologies and allocating the proper time can be good examples
of that, where developers do not have much choice and just try to
deal with the constraints and deadlines.
3.2.2 Enhancing Performance Often Enhances SEC. While most of
the participants diverged into performance metrics when asked
about energy, some of them reported a correlation between the performance of software and its energy consumption. "There is certainly
a direct link between performance and energy consumption, for mobile
application. The more we ask the phone to do the quicker drains the
battery" claimed P2, and "theoretically performance and energy consumption are not the same things, but in practice, they are" reported P4.
For other developers, like P3 and P9, the causality relationship is not
that evident: "sometimes we spend a lot of extra energy while trying
to enhance the performance". They even gave some examples like
allocating more servers to go faster while requiring more energy.
Discussion. Our participants have mainly experienced dealing
with performance instead of energy consumption. Thus, they referred to performance several times instead and tried to replicates
their knowledge on energy consumption. We think that "performance vs energy" is a mandatory topic that should be discussed
when promoting software energy consumption, as all the developers
should be able to distinguish the slight difference and knowingly
take action that can favor performance over energy and vice-versa
when there is a room for conflict.
3.2.3 Tooling Specifications. Gathering requirements for tools that
would match developers’ requirements is one of the priorities of
this study. Fortunately, we identified some specifications that should
help to design the next set of SEC optimization tools.
Need for a global score / KPI. This has been the most requested
and discussed specification. Almost all the participants mentioned
the need for a global score or Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for
the total software energy consumption evolution. "We need to have
indicators with a ranking system", "consumption summary", "We don’t
have any KPI", "We need KPIs" and "track the evolution using simple KPI" are claims from P1, P3, P6 and P7, respectively. P4 and P9
went a bit further and assimilated it to the consumption ranking that
is used for household appliances, like washing machines: "energy
consumption classes like A, B, C, etc."
Include SEC among tests/CI. This also was a common proposition
for many participants when asked about how they describe a tool that
would measure and track the evolution of software energy consumption. They suggested for software energy consumption reports to be
integrated within the existing system platforms that the developers
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are using, "It would be a tool that is integrated with my CI chain to track
the consumption evolution of my software" reported P7. Moreover,
some developers do not think software energy consumption can be
measured/tracked at the code level and is dependent of the running
environment that could be modeled and simulated through testing
and continuous integration, "we could imagine the usage of microbenchmarks to test the code quality on the same execution environment,
which is not possible on the development station" stated P5.
Static code analysis. Some developers assimilated a part of green
software design tooling to static code analysis tools, such as the
Sonarqube tool,1 "we could assimilate it to a Sonarqube to apply a first
static audit and check some well-known bad practices" mentioned P8.
Others think that static code analysis is quite irrelevant for this purpose. P7, for example, does not believe in static code analysis as SEC
is very dependent on the execution environment. "We cannot have
generic practices, we should specify the target, the platforms, etc." said
P2. "It’s is also dependent of run-time" reported P3. This shows that
not all developers have the same trust towards static code analysis
to diagnose software energy consumption issues.
Simple tools with simple outputs. Participants also asked for simple tools with simple outputs, with the use of graphical interfaces to
track the software global energy consumption’s evolution, "[. . . ] with
graphical output [. . . ] that lets me notice the 10% energy difference"
reported P10. "I should not need a Ph.D. to understand the outputs of
the tool" said P7 to illustrate his/her frustration with complex tools
overloaded with too many details and no single score that defines
the global status.
Discussion. The participant’s feedback about the tools was very
rich and converged to the same main ideas, where usability seems
to be the key concern. Developers expressed their requirements in
terms of tooling focusing on the simplicity of the outputs, which
should include global KPIs/scores. When talking about energy consumption, the participants are very used to this kind of score in their
daily life, with energy labels for household appliances, bulbs, houses
isolation, etc. Moreover, the same kind of scores is also routinely used
in their daily development work with scores on CPU consumption,
memory and disk usage, response time, etc. This global indicator
should allow them to track the energy consumption evolution of
their source code and would be an entry point to dive into the details
about the consumption of a more specific code part, like a method or
an algorithm. The static code analysis was a bigger question mark to
some developers when speaking of its effectiveness. While it could
be very beneficial to establish some rules about bad practices and
common energy bugs [29] through linters for example, it still delivers limited feedback on the actual energy consumption at run-time.
We argue that the discussed aspects should be taken into account
by tools creators, where we could imagine a tool that applies static
code analysis rules during the development phase (integrated with
the IDE for example), an energy profiler for code tuning, followed by
a run-time energy tracking, integrated with CI/CD, and a dashboard
for data visualization. The displayed information could be scores
calculated from run-to-run evaluation, energy details/guidelines
about the used technologies, etc.
1 https://www.sonarqube.org/
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3.2.4 In Favor of Moving to Other Technologies / Tools. Considering
switching to another programming language, for example, is a legit
question to ask when talking about a new aspect as software energy
consumption. Some of the participants (P3, P5, P6, P7 and P10) reported no resistance for change. This openness is justified by the
recurrent changes of technologies in their previous projects. "I very
often move from one technology to another, I have no problem with that",
"it wouldn’t even be a difficulty" and "yes, it’s a good thing" reported
P7, P6 and P10 to express their confidence in being able to move to
other technologies for green software design purposes. Meanwhile,
some developers do more worry about this change: P9 explained that
the choice of technologies is also related to the developer profile, and
going for more energy-efficient but less used/famous technologies
would be a bad decision for his/her career. For P1, software energy
consumption is not important enough to justify such a delicate thing
as changing the used technologies, "it is hard to say, especially to
re-develop the already existing software, choosing the programming
language, for example, is very delicate, especially when software energy
consumption is not a priority".
Discussion. It is not surprising that some developers will express
reluctance to change, as it is a delicate process that is influenced by
both technical and social factors [19]. Especially if developers do
not have enough knowledge of what they can do, how they can do
it, and the reasons for such a change. It was however interesting
to observe that some developers are in favor of such changes. This
gives hope towards applying green software design. We argue that
these changes should not be done in one shot, but in a couple of steps
to make the adaptation easier for developers, especially after a good
awareness and teaching campaign within the company.

3.3

Promoting SEC

3.3.1 The Role Of The Company. As for the developers, the role
of the company is important to establish green software design
practices.
The company bear most of the responsibility compared to developers.
Except for P6 who does not believe in "forcing" the developers, but
in "if each person is aware, the collective will thrive" instead. All other
participants assigned the major responsibility to the company, to
guide the application of green software design. According to P4, software energy consumption will never be a long term consideration
if the company does not take the lead, "We cannot have a hundred
ways of doing, it has to be guided" he/she added. "You can’t stay in a
corner and hope it will work, it has to be applied and guided through the
whole chain" argued P2. P3 compared the roles of the company and
developers to a garbage selection process, where he/she assimilated
developers role to "putting the trash in the specific bins" (small but
important responsibility) and the company role to the recycling that
is done afterward (big responsibility).
The company should include SEC objectives. One of the company’s
roles that were fairly repeated during the interviews is setting objectives about software energy consumption and green software design.
Many participants reported that setting objectives is a good way to
promote SEC considerations. P5 argued "we should have objectives
around that, this would allow developers to see what they are doing and
what they can achieve". Moreover, having objectives will give more
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credibility to the task, as it has been specified by products owners,
"having objectives will give more sense to green software design, and
it will be one of the aspects that developers are going to be judged on
by the end of the semester, as it has been specified by product owners"
reported P7. Those objectives could be related to the KPIs, "identify
some KPIs, and set some objectives around those KPIs" reported P9.
Discussion. Establishing green software design in the company
is a matter that has to be supported by both decision-makers and
developers. The company has certainly a backbone role in this process, starting with keeping the developers aware of green software
design, providing them with the needed tools, and identifying global
and projects-related objectives. Setting objectives is very important
for various reasons. First, it shows the dedication of the company
towards green software design, which will transfer to the employees
afterward. Then, defining a milestone would help developers to be
more motivated to unlock a new achievement every semester/year
regarding software energy consumption.
3.3.2 Communication Means. Now that we have seen the relative
lack of awareness and knowledge many times across the previous discussions, we asked the developers what should be done to reach them.
The communication should be improved. As pointed many times
in multiple discussions in this paper, the communication around
software energy consumption and green software design should be
improved. All our participants brought the communication problem at some point of the interview, by evoking the ignorance of the
employees on these subjects (P2, P6, P7, P9, P10), or by describing
the company as the guide to raise awareness about green software
design (P1, P4, P5, P7, P8, P9).
The participants also gave some examples of the kind of communication they think they will be receptive to, like training programs,
presentations, and conferences. P5, for example, proposed the usage
of the company social network that is "used by most of the employees".
Need for training. Two of our participants reported a crucial need
for training to learn the specificity of software energy consumption
and how to manage it. P4 argued that training is very important if
software energy consumption is a real concern today, "a training
over a couple of days to learn how to do things at developer level would
be very welcome. We do training for other code aspects such as security, why not for software energy consumption". For P10, one solution
is to train a group of developers to be experts in software energy
consumption. These experts would then integrate project teams
and would have for mission to help the other developers learning
and applying the green software design. "Training all the developers
would cost a lot of time and money" added P10.
Presentations are very effective. Many participants argued that
presentations (informal presentations, presentations in conferences,
etc) are effective to keep developers aware and inform them about
software energy consumption and green software design. According
to P3, "I attended a presentation lately about green challenges and
I found it very interesting, with real examples". The presentations
should be instructive but simple "including comparisons, pictures"
said P6. "Ideally provide some tips with the related impacts, I have a
book that enumerates 115 web best practices, that’s huge, it should
have 15, even 15 is still quite a lot" added P7.
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• Given the observed level of awareness in our interviews, we
suggest that developers should seek more information on environmental issues in general and the impact of the IT sector
in particular. This would help the developers to grasp the importance of these issues and motivate them to work on them;
• Some developers seem to consider the changes implied by
green software design as threats to their careers. We advocate
instead that it could be an opportunity for professionals in
the IT sector: skills in this emerging domain will be in short
supply in the future while demands will probably increase substantially, especially with the growing concern about green
technologies and energy consumption. Therefore, we encourage developers to invest time now in these key skills and argue
that it will pay off quickly enough;
• Developers seem to be more receptive to messages coming
from their peers. Therefore, developers with better knowledge about green software design should volunteer to help to
inform and teach, both in their project team and to the whole
IT community. Organizing presentations, submitting talks to
developers conferences and frequently posting on the public
and company social networks are effective ways of doing it;

Discussion. Communication is the keystone of every activity inside the company, and promoting green software design is no exception to the rule. The company should amplify and refine the communication around green software design, so it can be much deeper than
just announcing a global plan. It has to allow the developer to act on
the project he/she is working on, and to see his/her impact whenever
possible. Our participants mainly evoked two means of communication. First, the presentations should be very brief, very recurrent, and
should include more examples and tips rather than flat knowledge.
The presentations should be used mainly for awareness rather than
knowledge transfer. Training is the second evoked way of communication, which is more knowledge-based, with more details than just
tips, due to the specificity of training (much more time and fewer
participants compared to presentations). We argue that a wise combination of these two means of communication would be a good start
towards promoting green software design, as it allows having a recurrent communication that involves most of the employees, to keep
them informed about the objectives and the main guidelines. This
can be achieved through presentations, meetings, and other formal
or informal communication means. The second part of communication should provide the employees with the necessary knowledge
to achieve that task efficiently, through training and workshops, etc.
3.3.3 Green Software Marketing. The purpose of the last question of
the interview is to summarize every participant’s belief in software
energy consumption. The answers were split between two main
ideas. While some interviewees (P1, P3, P6, P7, P9) did not hesitate to
say that putting green labels on the produced software should create
another selling argument. Other participants were very cautious
about that label. P4, for example, reported "I am worried about greenwashing, we have to be very careful about that". In the same context,
P2 reported "I am kind of worried that it will be used a little bit too
easily, we have to be green and not pretend it".
Discussion. The two keywords that summarize what developers—
who represent the production unit—think of green software marketing, are integrity and transparency. The participants argue that
selling green software should even be more attractive and could constitute a good marketing argument that differentiates the product
from other providers, even if there is no direct pressure from the
consumer to build more energy efficient software [5].
However, this marketing has to be very transparent towards both
developers and end-users and avoid misleading communication and
greenwashing.

4

IMPLICATIONS

We summarize the results of our study as sets of implications for
developers, the company, tool creators, and researchers. We argue
that these implications constitute a rich knowledge base that could
guide understanding and promoting software energy consumption
and green software design.

4.1

For Developers

Developers have been the data source of our study. Hence, we can
retrieve a couple of implications for them:

4.2

For Decision Makers

We can extract many implications and responsibilities for decisionmakers—a.k.a companies—from our results, including:
• The main role of the company is to maintain a large communication campaign about SEC that encompasses: i) ensuring
a high level of transparency with the employees regarding
the "green" vision and objectives, ii) running a long-term
awareness program (with presentations for example), and
iii) providing the developers with the necessary knowledge
(through training programs, workshops, etc.);
• Developers described the identification of green objectives
for development projects as one of the most efficient ways to
motivate employees about green software design and clarify
the company’s position and engagements. These objectives
would create additional motivation for developers, and would
define entries that developers and product owners would
discuss, validate and readjust, every period;
• Developers also requested for necessary resources so they
can achieve green software design objectives. The resources
include the tools (and/or budget) that allow monitoring the
software energy consumption and the necessary time to do it.
Yet, there is already exploitable resources that the company
could make use of, such as i) developers who already know
green software design who could help in the communication/teaching process and ii) the ability of developers to adapt
to different technologies, to attribute the human resource in
the most convenient project;
• Marketing the green aspect of the software is also a major
sector that the company should prioritize, as it would help
to get clients’ feedback regarding the market and the products. This would help to readjust the objectives and product
specifications if necessary.
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For Tool Makers

projects, open-source projects, etc. across different regions
and with numerous domains of activity. Quantitative studies
are more adapted to conduct this kind of studies with much
bigger samples to track the different axes that may change developers’ opinions and constraints regarding green software
design;
• Our study highlights the need for KPIs/scores about software
energy consumption. Hence, considerable research work is
still needed to build the theoretical knowledge on the right
set of KPIs and visualization formats that tool creators could
implement, and that would speak better to both developers
and decision-makers;
• We noticed during our study that a couple of trade-offs should
be considered along with green software design. Not all developers fully distinguish software energy consumption from its
performance, thus multiple works that could help developers
to make choices and to deal with the slight difference when
it occurs can still be done. Moreover, the participants foresee
a trade-off between the development time and using less consuming programming languages which should be proven or
denied in further researches.

Our study provides numerous guides and specifications for tool
creators:
• Developers ask for tools that can output a global score / KPI
to summarize the energetic footprint of the source code. This
score can then be used for communication with other stakeholders in the projects, to check that energy efficiency targets
have been met, but also to easily follow the evolution of the energy consumption of software through commits, for example
using graphical representations;
• At the same time, more advanced tools are also needed, that
provide more detailed information to allow low-level diagnosis of the source code and identify the exact problems and
solutions. This family of tools must however still be simple
to use and provide graphical representations to simplify the
interaction with the displayed information. Therefore, we argue that toolmakers must pay close attention to the usability
of their tools, which is paramount to ensure that developers
will be confident about using them;
• While there is at this time no clear consensus on the effectiveness of static code analysis for energy efficiency purposes,
developers could be persuaded to use energy-focused linters,
designed to flag bad practices and common "energy bugs" [29],
as long as their benefits are demonstrated. To better convince
developers of using such linters, toolmakers should concentrate on demonstrating the effectiveness of this approach, and
integrate them in commonly used editors and IDE;
• The developers expect these tools to integrate seamlessly with
available tool-chains, especially for Continuous Integration
and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD), to automate the analysis
and report on the energy footprint along with other metrics
like code quality, performance, and tests reports.

4.4

For Researchers

Our study confirms previous works results—such as Pang et al. [28]—
that highlighted the lack of knowledge and awareness among developers. Moreover, we present a new set of information that could be
considered and extended in further research about green software
design:
• The correlation between the technologies developers use and
their level of awareness on green software design is an interesting research topic, like Manotas et al. [22] who stated that
mobile developers are more concerned about software energy
consumption problems. In our study, there seems to be no consensus among developers, even those coming from the same
technical background Some empirical studies with a larger
population should be conducted to investigate the correlation
between developers considerations and their background;
• We discuss a specific case study to understand the state of
mind of a set of experimented developers in a large company
of more than 100,000 employees in the telecommunication
sector. However, it does not make our study automatically
generalizable for other companies operating in a different sector, or companies of a different size, or even companies located
in a different geographical area. Further empirical studies can
be conducted on other samples, such as startups, collaborative

5

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the state of the art and present some studies
that have been conducted on developers consideration of green
software design, and highlight the novelty that our study brings.
First, Fang et al. [28] surveyed 100 persons focused on highlighting
programmers’ knowledge of software energy consumption. Their
results expressed a lack of knowledge on ways and best practices
to reduce software energy consumption. The paper highlights that
only 10% of the participants try to measure the energy consumption of their software project, and only 18% think about energy at
all. Moreover, the authors mention an urgent need for training and
education on software energy efficiency.
On the other hand, Pinto et al. presented an empirical study on
how programmers understand software energy consumption problems [31], using more than 300 questions and 550 answers from 800
participants on StackOverflow. The authors stated that practitioners are aware of software energy consumption problems, but have
limited and vague answers on how to deal with it. These two works
show that developers’ awareness concerning software energy consumption problems varies and that their knowledge is very limited,
as shown by their collected answers.
In a later work, Manotas et al. [22] conducted a mixed quantitative
and qualitative study, applied on 464 and 18 candidates, respectively.
The study provided some interesting results, reporting for example
that i) mobile developers are more concerned about software energy
consumption problems, ii) energy concerns are largely ignored during maintenance, iii) energy requirements are more often desires
rather than specific targets, iv) developers believe they do not have
accurate intuitions about the energy usage of their code and are
undecided about whether energy issues are more difficult to fix than
performance issues, and v) 93% of the survey participants want to
learn about energy issues from profiling and static code analysis,
Interestingly, this last result is in contrast to Johnson et al. work [15],
in which they interviewed 20 candidates through a qualitative study
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and discussed why developers do not use static analysis to find bugs,
such as false positives and the way warnings are displayed. One
other similar work is [14], where the authors conducted a set of
semi-structured interviews to discuss the added value of an applied
energy profiling method across releases of software. Software energy consumption was also subject to many other empirical studies.
Sahin et al. provided an empirical study on the impact of 6 commonlyused refactoring rules on software energy consumption. They found
that applying some rules, such as extract method, can have a real
impact on varying energy consumption [33]. In another work [34],
the authors presented an empirical study on the overall negative
effect of code obfuscations on the energy consumption of a mobile
application. Pathak et al. investigated the kind of energy bugs or
e-bugs on over 39k posts on mobile applications [29].

Progress beyond the state of the art. Our study of the state of the art
revealed the lack of a full qualitative study that conducts an in-depth
analysis of practitioners’ requirements and comprehensions. Most
of the studies we encountered focused on presenting a survey of
what developers know about green software design. While this is
very important, it does not deliver a better understanding of what
are the developer’s requirements and how to get his/her attention
to the problem.
This paper rather conducts an in-depth qualitative study about
software energy consumption considerations among a population
of experienced and expert developers in a large company. This constitutes a solid case study that exposes key implications to be considered within the company, but also preliminary findings that could
be checked across other companies’ profiles. Our study investigates
3 major questions: 1) What do our participants know about software
energy consumption? 2) what are the main hurdles that prevent green
software design considerations? 3) What is convenient tooling (or
tools set) that matches developers’ expectations and experience with
other software metrics, such as CPU consumption or execution time?
4) What are the most efficient ways to reach the developers and the
deciders, and keep them aware of the importance of energy considerations in software development and their role to promote it? The answer to the first question confirms the results of the previous papers,
such as Pinto et al. [28, 31], regarding the moderate awareness and
lack of knowledge of developers on green software design. This also
means that in at least 6 years, the situation has not really evolved and
developers are still struggling to handle software energy consumption issues. Moreover, our participants reported on a very mitigated
consideration of static code analysis as it does not consider the execution environment, in contrast to the results of Manotas et al. [22].
The novelty of this paper is mainly related to the second and third
questions, in which we seek to understand developers’ requirements
to better digest green software design and include it in their development routines and considerations. 1) setting individual and global
objectives about green software design, 2) encouraging presentations
and training to raise awareness and remedy to lack of knowledge,
3) including SEC in projects planning with dedicated time, tools and
budget, and 4) developing and using dedicated tools, which must
facilitate the integration of SEC considerations in the developers’
daily activity and whose specifications can be drafted from this work.
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6

THREATS TO VALIDITY

A couple of issues may affect the validity and the generalizability
of our work. First, our population might not be representative of all
kinds of populations for several reasons. Starting with the sample
size, which offered a certain level of data saturation [37, 40], but is
still not quite large for better generalizability to other populations.
Conducting, transcribing, and analyzing the interviews are tedious
manual tasks that are very time and energy-consuming. Hence, considering a much bigger sample size would have massively increased
the workload for a qualitative study and would have implied considering diverse company types, regions, participants’ profiles, etc.
This is in contrast to our study’s purpose to deliver a concrete case
study to understand and promote green software design within a
company. Moreover, considering a population of only experts and
experienced developers that are likely more interested in the topic
than average is not the best representation of all scenarios, as junior
developers could have caused a slower data saturation, for example.
The purpose behind selecting experienced and expert developers
with a certain level of awareness is however to conduct a study that
delivers insightful and high-quality findings and implications. This
would highlight the most relevant issues and build a decent strategy
to promote green software design within the company, even if it
does not make it trivially generalizable. Another possible threat is
the specificity of the region. All of our participants are from the same
country and the same company. While this is useful to build an understanding of developers’ opinions within the same company, our
study may have missed other opinions from other countries/regions.
Unfortunately, most of our participants were located on remote
sites. Hence, we conducted those interviews through calls, which
does not allow capturing as many details as live interviews, such
as the interviewee’s behavior and gestures. Moreover, our analysis
and interpretation can be a threat to the validity of our findings. To
alleviate this issue, we were two persons to code and analyze the
data separately so we can offer more credible results.

7

CONCLUSION

This paper reports on a qualitative study in which we conducted
in-depth interviews with experienced developers working in a large
company. The observations and findings we present deliver i) a better
understanding of what developers think about software energy consumption and green software design, ii) an identification of barriers
preventing its adoption, along with iii) specifications of developers’
requirements in terms of tooling and support from the company. Our
results have multiple implications for developers, decision-makers
within the company, tools creators, and researchers, to promote
green software design along with the other software development
priorities.
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